For a person accessing primary care, how can I decide which symptoms are more likely to suggest a current COVID-19 infection in order to decide further which of them should be tested in preparation for a face to face consultation?

What the research says

We reviewed multiple research databases to determine which symptoms are strong indicators for current COVID-19 infection. The research says that a persistent high temperature (>39°C), a constant cough and a loss of smell or taste are strong indicators for current COVID-19 infection. Additional symptoms that are suggestive of a current COVID-19 infection are shown in the figure below.

What this means for your clinical practice

- COVID-19 should be considered for a patient with the symptoms described in the figure above because they indicate a higher probability of current infection.

- Local guidelines should be consulted for determining the number and relative importance of symptoms required to indicate infection.

- Where possible triage patients remotely, for example by telephone, prior to face to face consultations in primary care. All patients, including those attending for face to face consultation, should be asked to declare any symptoms that might suggest current COVID-19 infection.

Useful links and supporting references
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